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tate of the Chapter

Following an amazing 80s themed Alumni Weekend in Spring 2017, Xi Delta
ended the semester, for the second semester in a row, with the highest Fraternity
Chapter GPA and New Member GPA at
3.15 and 3.42, respectively. And, installed
12 brothers into the Alumni Association.
Over the summer, the house boasted an
impressive 14 brothers in residence, the
most Xi Delta has seen in awhile and
inspired a very memorable summer for all
actives and alumni in the area. Additionally, at the 152nd Chi Phi Congress, Xi
Delta won the Best Alumni Event award
for Alumni Weekend.
Starting this semester with 29 active brothers, Xi Delta pinned 10 new
members after a successful two weeks of
rush. However, hurricane Irma halted the
progress of chapter functions and the new
member process for about two weeks.
Still, the brothers’ resilience allowed
for high spirits even when the smallest
amount of rain would flood the property.
We have had the opportunity to host
multiple potlucks, brotherhood dinners,
and will also have a brotherhood paintball event in early November. Improving
our relations and reputation with other
Greek Life organizations and campus,
not only through social events, has been a

focus for us. Xi Delta has donated to and
participated in as many Greek life and
campus philanthropy events as possible
this semester, including Alpha Phi Red
Dress, Gamma Phi Moonball, and Phi Sig
Blitz. After observing its success last year,
we will be facilitating another Boys and
Girls Club of America philanthropy event
with Gamma Phi Beta this Fall. Additionally, we will continue our SPCA philanthropy event, America’s Next Top Doge,
this semester as well.
As the year comes to an end, the actives
will continue to use and appreciate the
support given from XDHC for finding
long-term solutions to house issues, like
property drainage and barn electrical.
XDAA has also been very active with the
chapter this semester, providing professional workshops and resume building
opportunities. With guidance and wisdom
from the Alumni Association and the
young, bold, and enthusiastic active
brotherhood, Xi Delta will continue to
thrive despite the changing national view
towards fraternities. Xi Delta looks forward to celebrating its 50th anniversary
next year, anchoring its unique character
and glory into Chi Phi history.

Executive Board 2017
Alpha - Cullen Kuhry
Beta -Einan Sauerhaft
Gamma - William Reily
Delta - Alexander Whidden
Epsilon - Max Williams
Zeta - Zach Watkins-Wieseman
Eta - Zach Shelton
Theta - Ankon Rahman
Iota - Jack Carson

Greek Life Grades Spring 2017
Alpha Tau Omega 2.70
Chi Phi 3.15
Delta Tau Delta 2.99
Lambda Chi Alpha 2.88
Pi Kappa Alpha 2.85
Pi Lambda Phi 2.49
Sigma Tau Gamma 2.94
Tau Kappa Epsilon 2.82
All Fraternity Avg. 2.85
All Male’s Avg. 2.77

Cullen Kuhry // Alpha

XDHC Report
The housing corporation continues
to develop projects that enhances the
security and the aesthatics of our 4060
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Brother Larkin talks about
future plans to improve
the functioning body of
the Alumni Association
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152nd
Congress
XDAA’s alumni weekend
wins the Best Alumni Event,
while Brother Mario gets
recognised for his dedicated
service to the Fraternity.

CEF
Fund
Brother Lento gives a
detailed explanation
about the Chapter Excellence Funds and it’s
impact to our chapter

Mike
Drake
This year we catch up with
Brother Drake

Johann
Brockhausen

Brother Brockhausen talks
about his local brewry and
his memories as a brother
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XDAA Report
by Thomas Larkin
Brothers,
As Brother Atilho takes over the
reigns as President, I hope you
As we approach the 50th anniwill show the same or more supversary, I find myself reflecting
port as you have during the last
on the years past. We’ve seen Xi
few years. I have very much apDelta grow, alumni move on with
preciated it. I do hope to see you
their lives, and become the great While we have completed a num- all at the 50th anniversary events
men they are today. My pledge
ber of projects, it’s clear there is
next year!
brothers are married; some with
much left to do. We’ve explored
kids. Yet we all stay in touch
different options for growth
In the bonds,
because of the strong bond we
and projects that would benefit
Brother Cremer
share and the connection we have the Chapter long-term such as
to the fraternity.
buildings and city connections.
Those goals also came along with
I am proud to have served as
exploring financing options. I
President of XDHC over the last believe with proper planning and
few years. We’ve been able to do research we will accomplish the
much with respect to the propright financing mechanism and
erty, as well as see through a fair choose the right large solution
share of issues. When the board
projects for the house using our
set our charter and defined our
resources of alumni in business
roles, we decided safety always
and engineering.
Dear brothers of Xi Delta,

came first. Every project and system we put in place was with that
in mind. Our secondary objective
would be house maintenance and
aesthetics.
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It is with great honor to be given
this opportunity to write the XDAA
report for this edition of the Bathtub. As we close out our 49th year
as a chapter, I can happily report
another strong year of growth for
our organization. With several new
faces on the executive board, we
have accomplished a lot in a short
space of time and will continue
that trend heading into our 50th
year. I hope as many of you make
it out to Shrimp n’ Suds this November. Along with the festivities,
the meeting will hold an important
agenda as we outline some of the
improvements and changes from
the last 6 months. Brother Pelc has
drafted a revised/updated edition
of our bylaws, which we will be
previewing before formally vot-

ing on it at alumni weekend in the
Spring. Brother Spanier will be
going over the budget to ensure
as much transparency as possible
as to where your money is going and what it is being spent on!
The hottest anticipated topic to be
discussed is the 50th-anniversary
celebrations. These topics, among
others, are a result of all the hard
work and progress from our exec
board that we are excited to bring
forward to our fellow alumni.
XDAA currently sits with a very
ambitious executive board that sees
the potential XDAA and the alumni
have to offer. By working in tandem with XDHC, the active chap-

ter, and yourselves, we are taking
meaningful strides towards some of
the targets we have set forth.
I hope to see as many of you out as
possible to celebrate this momentous milestone for our chapter. And
if not, I look forward to seeing you
at one, if not all, of the 50th celebrations next year!
In the bonds,
Thomas Larkin
XDAA Persident

The 152nd
Annual Chi Phi Congress

“Xi Delta Alumni
Association’s
(XDAA) annual
Alumni Weekend
was awarded Best
Alumni Event”
STORY BY: MARIO LENTO
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This year’s Chi Phi congress was the 152nd to convene, where brothers from
all over the country travelled to Richmond, Virginia
to conduct annual business
of the national fraternity.
This year, the Xi Delta
chapter sent Alpha Cullen
Kuhry (Delegate), Beta
Einan Sauerhaft, Brother
Jack Carson, and Brother
Mario Lento (XDAA Delegate). As the delegates, they
sat in committee meetings,
brought legislation to the
congressional meetings, and
voted on important matters
of the fraternity.
The awards luncheon that
took place on the Saturday
of the weekend, where the
Xi Delta Alumni Association’s (XDAA) annual
Alumni Weekend was
awarded Best Alumni

Event. Alumnus Brother
Mario Lento also received
an award “In Recognition
of Dedication, Loyalty,
and Service to the Chi Phi
Fraternity.” Brother Lento
received this recognition
alongside other alumni,
including Theta Delta chapter alumnus Dave Davis, a
brother with deep-rooted
history tirelessly contributing to the Xi Delta chapter
over many years.
Much action took place on
the floor of congress this
year, most notably intense
discussion of Chi Phi’s new
member/total membership
education program, changes
to the national accreditation
survey, and even the creation of a fraternity alumni
veteran’s club for all brothers who have served our
country and their families.

This congress also came
with a regime change with
the new Grand Council
formally taking leadership
with Brother Bob Walker
(Iota Delta ’70) officially
becoming the new Grand
Alpha and Brother Jim
Soderquist (Alpha ’67 and
Epsilon ’14) becoming the
new Grand Beta.
Official minutes of the
weekend’s proceeding
are set to be released in
the coming months as the
Grand Council meets to
finalize all the new business
from Richmond. The 153th
Annual Chi Phi Congress is
tentatively set to take place
in New Orleans, Louisiana
where the Nu Delta chapter
is slated to host.

Philanthropy
2017
So far the Fall has been a packed
time for the brothers of Xi Delta,
we have represented our chapter
very well at every philanthropy
event put on by every campus
organizations. When we showed
up, we came in force and, arguably,
had the most fun out of everyone
there. Brothers and new members
alike arrived on time and ready to
participate in Phi Sig Blitz, Alpha
Phi’s Red Dress, and for Gamma
Phi’s Moonball. Supporting the
lovely sorority women is not all we
did; the brothers have also shown

support to the TKE chapter as well
as the other fraternities on campus.

On November 18th, we plan on
visiting the local Boys and Girls
Club with Gamma Phi. The Boys
and Girls Club was enthusiastic
to hear that we are coming again
let us know, the kids cannot wait!
Later in November the brothers of Xi Delta are planning on
once again hosting the America’s
Next Top Doge Show to benefit
the SPCA, who is delighted to be

working with us once again. The
date is currently not set in stone,
as we are waiting for confirmation
from campus as well as the animal
shelter. The end of the semester
will consist of the brothers pairing with Phi Sigma Sigma to sing
Christmas Carols at the children
hospital, in order to bring joy to
those who, may very well, need it
most.

STORY BY: ANTHONY MESSINA
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New Member Profiles

Alumni Installed

Jankiss Maher

Alex Ross

Major: Astrobiology
Grade: Freshman
Hometown: Santa Clara, CA

Major: Computer Engineering
Grade: Freshman
Hometown: Surry, VA

Cody Cochran

Brian Nyffenegger

Jack Weaver

Major: Aeronautical Science
Grade: Freshman
Hometown: Clemmons, NC

Major: Aerospace Engineering
Grade: Junior
Hometown: Rockledge, FL

Major: Ocean Engineering
Grade: Freshman
Hometown: Corpus Christi, TX

- ALEX MICHAELS

-BRIAN FINNEL

- ALEX LIGHT

- THOMAS LARKIN

Aviation Management, 2017

Aeronautical Science w/ Flight
& Minor in Unmanned Aerial
Systems, 2017

Mechanical Engineering & Minor
in Communication, 2017

Business Administration &
Management, 2017

Positions Held:
Gamma, Zeta, Beta

Positions Held:
Zeta, Total Membership Educator,
Scholarship Chairman

Positions Held:
Brotherhood Chair, Beta, Epsilon,
Alumni Relations, Pledge Master

- ANDRES HERNANDEZ

- RANDALL WATERS

- CONOR HASKIN

- AFNAN ISLAM

Electrical Engineering, 2017

Civil Engineering, 2017

Aerospace Engineering, 2017

Positions Held:
Philanthropy Chair

Positions Held:
Philanthropy Chair, IFC Delegate

Aviation Management & Minor in
Aviation Environmental Science,
2017

Positions Held:
Social Chairman, Epsilon, Alpha

Positions Held:
Social Chair

Positions Held:
Recruitment Chair x 3

Nikolas Vieder

Jon Sopelak

Major: Ocean Engineering
Grade: Freshman
Hometown: West Bloomfield, MI

Major: Mechanical Engineering
Grade: Freshman
Hometown: Middlefield, CT

Zachary Carter

Major: Biomedical Engineering
Grade: Freshman
Hometown: Melbourne, FL
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- BRUCE WALKER

- LEONARDO SILVEIRA

- LARRY LEOVAN

- NEAL CARRERA

Ocean Engineering, 2017

Aerospace Engineering, 2017

Business Administration & IT
Manag,, 2017

Mechanical Engineering, 2017

Positions Held:
Zeta, Pledge Master, Alumni Relations Chair

Positions Held:
Sports Chair, Eta, Dog Chair,
Pledge Master, Recruitment Chair

Positions Held:
Total Membership Educator x 2,
House Manager, Pledge Master

Positions Held:
Social Chair, Webmaster

As the
50th Anniversary
approaches, XDAA
shows
maximum
effort to
make it
count for
XI DELTA

BATHTUB/

CEF
Fund

Spring
Friday, April 13th

Softball game, followed by
downtown.

Saturday, April 14th

Chapter meeting, house festivities.

Fall

Friday, December 7th

Formal Dinner

Saturday, December 8th

Chapter meeting, house festivities.
*For Homecoming, XDAA will help facilitate booking a table at

should alumni be interested, but not contribute financially
Date TBD by Campus

Brothers,
In order to build better men, Chi Phi
must build better Chapters. Chapter strength has a direct impact on
the quality of one’s undergraduate
experience. Chapter Excellence
Funds (CEFs) provide a mechanism
for Alumni to make tax-deductible
contributions to a restricted account
that can only be spent on funding
scholarships and grants for members
of a particular Chapter.
The CEF is a program overseen by
the Chi Phi Educational Trust, a
501(c)(3) educational foundation
run by a brother-only Board of Governors who are elected at Chi Phi
Congress. It is the Board of Governors’ duty to appoint a Board of
Trustees to responsibly manage and
invest the balance of every chapter’s
CEF. The Trustees have a singular
goal of making a difference through

fraternity-managed educational
programs to equip brothers with
skills for personal and professional
development. This is a vision that
is familiar to the Xi Delta chapter
and was even carried out by former
Trustee and departed Xi Delta Alumnus Sunny Handa, who had served
the Chi Phi Educational Trust for
many years before his passing.
Every year, the Xi Delta Housing Corporation (XDHC) awards
scholarships to the Xi Delta actives
through this fund with a structured
application process that evaluates
academic achievement, fraternity
leadership, and financial need. In order to ensure a longevity to this system, I have made it my personal goal
to bring our CEF balance to $50,000
for the celebration of the Xi Delta’s
50th Anniversary at the end of next
year in our “50 for 50” campaign.

To all alumni who have
made one-time donations, recurring donations,
or who have supported this
program over the years, I cannot thank you enough. I hold
a deep passion for managing
XDHC’s scholarship program
and fundraising for the CEF.
It is because of you that I can
carry out that passion every
year.
I encourage alumni to make
a contribution, as many have
already done, to create a
long-lasting program that will
fund Xi Delta active scholarships for years to come. To
make a one-time or recurring donation to the Xi Delta
CEF, fill out this form and
specify that you would like
your donation to support the
“Xi Delta Chapter Excellence
Fund.” For more information
on the specifics of the CEF
program and the Educational
Trust’s investment policies, visit http://chiphi.org/
member-resources/fraternitypolicies/ or contact me at
mario.l.lento@gmail.com. I
look forward to seeing you all
at Shrimp n’ Suds!

Alumni Profile:

Mike Drake
Alumni Profile:

Johann Brockhausen
Q: What was your major?
Initially I was a Marine Bio Major and
switched to Psychology which I got my
B.S. in psych (I did a B.S. instead of B.A.
because I though it was a funny play on
words)

Q: What are your fondest memories
as an active and an alumni?
My fondest memory as an active was
all the alumni weekends. It was always
amazing to see Chi Phi’s of every generation coming back to our home for a
great time. That really drove home the
idea that Chi Phi is a lifetime commitment not just simply a phase or a fling
in college. It made me look forward to
coming back as an alumni. As an alumni
now 7 years out of college, my fondest
memory was returning to Melbourne
and seeing how strong the fraternity
has grown since when I was active. It’s

unfortunate my time in Melbourne was
short lived but it has made me excited to
come back more frequently than I was
coming before.
Q: What did you do after graduation?
After graduation, I started working for
Northrop Grumman as a Design Engineer, Propulsion Engineer, and finally
Flight Test Engineer in southern California. I got the opportunity to work
on some amazing programs in there
and traveled all around the country for
propulsion and flight testing. I moved
back to Florida to work flight test planning for a year and a half then decided
to move back to my roots in Connecticut
and got a job with Pratt and Whitney as
a Program Manager.
Q: What is your advice to the actives?
My advice to the actives is have fun
with Chi Phi but keep in mind the
decisions you make, the friendships
you form, and the networking you do
inside and outside of Chi Phi are going
to shape the rest of your lives. Start

thinking early about what you want to
do with your life and try to meet alumni
and professionals that can help guide
you and set yourself up to reach your
goals. Do everything possible to find
internships in your field of interest as
9 times out of 10 those will lead to job
offers down the line if you’re half way
worth a damn. Every career has different
approaches that will lead to find success
after graduation but the common theme
is to set yourself apart and stand out as
early as possible. The rest is flexibility
after college to where your first job will
take you and then a little luck. Also,
many lessons can be learned by taking
an active, leadership roll in the fraternity. The lessons you can learn by motivating and leading a group of your peers
is directly applicable to being a leader
in the workforce. Leadership skills are
critical to setting yourself apart and becoming an asset to any organization.
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Q: What was your major? What years
were you active and what positions
did you hold?
I graduated in 2010 with a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering. I ended up rushing Chi Phi Spring my freshman year so
I was active 2007-2010. I was Epsilon
for about a year and a half which I
ended up by unfortunate necessity focusing more on Judicial Committee than
Brotherhood/Ritual activities.

I began brewing about 7 years ago and
decided to open a brewery with my friend I will be honest I really still didn’t really
Mark Reed (that is a long story). We have get my act together for several years after
been open a year now and are doing well. college. I think that is ok. It allowed me
to try several directions which gave me
Q: We know you’ve owned a local bar, my focus. My advise to Actives it to keep
Lost Shirt, and you are celebrating the your mind open to possibilities. Never
Q: What years were you active and
settle for just any job. If you have dreams,
anniversary, how has your experience
what positions if any did you hold?
pursue them, because you do not want any
owning your own business going?
I was active in 1990 and 1991.
regrets later in life. Don’t listen to others
I feel that owning your own business is
that try to steal your fire and passion for
where it is at. You have full control of
Q: What are your fondest memories as your success or failure. I am usually not success and opportunity.
an active and alumni?
good with taking orders, and I have grand
I really enjoyed just hanging out at the
ideas about where I want to be in life. It
house and participating in all the sports
is difficult to pursue your dreams when
Greek events with the brothers. Also there you work for someone else. I am not
was the home away from home the Mighty very good with limits. I think that beMushroom. So many stories and fun times ing a business owner you are the one that
its hard to put just one favorite thing. I
creates the opportunities and nothing is
loved it all.
out of reach if you want it bad enough. I
don’t think that can be achieved workQ: What did you do after graduation?
ing for another persons company. On the
After graduation I became a occupational other hand, owning your business is a huge
therapy aid and specialized in adjustment challenge. Its all on you and no one else.
disorders with my focus on the elderly in
You have to be driven, a little crazy,, willnursing homes. I really did not like that
ing to sacrifice (time, sleep), and be good
job and worked a bit as a bartender in the with stressful situations. Creating positive
Rat at FIT. I met a fellow employee who results in negative situations and have the
was pursuing firefighting career and I
ability to look at problems from many difdecided that this was my calling for work. ferent angles. Understand that brewing is
Went back to school and got my fire cert, a small part of what I do. I won’t get into
and paramedic cert applied and was acdetails that support the brewing, because
cepted to Brevard County Fire Rescue. I
this email would be huge, but if anyone
have worked FD for about 24 years now
ever wants to sit down and really get the
and am currently a Lieutenant in charge
details of behind the scenes we can do a
of a fire company. I retire in 14 months.
long lunch.
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